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Federal regulations intended to protect human research subjects require institutional review boards (IRBs) to review and approve the design and process of research to enhance subjects’ understanding, protect autonomy, and minimize risk.1 In contrast, hospital quality assurance studies have been conducted in private settings, often explicitly shielded by state law, to encourage honest exploration of mistakes by physician-reviewers.2 Since their goal of improving patient care seems morally unambiguous, quality assurance studies have received scant ethical attention, and there has been no call for supervision external to the participants. Historically, quality assurance has consisted primarily of retrospective reviews of physician practice triggered by alarming outcomes.3 However, the public’s perception of the frequency of errors in medical practice is evolving.4 Oversight agencies and the public are demanding a transition to an active process of continuous quality improvement.5

Ideally, continuous quality improvement should involve reviewing all records and being constantly vigilant. It should be a nearly concurrent retrospective surveillance of patients seen in the immediate past, while there remains the opportunity to intervene both in the patient’s care and in the practitioner’s perception of the events. Its data analyses should be sufficiently comprehensive to detect the systems that failed to prevent human error.6–8 No human review of paper records has these 2 characteristics. Only automated examinations of the footprints of the clinical encounter stored in electronic medical information systems can hope to accomplish these objectives.

The continuous quality improvement process will soon be able to (a) query the electronic record and identify cohorts of patients who have received below-standard care or who have not responded to treatment as expected, (b) review interval time to the delivery of specific services, and (c) identify process failures that have not yet led to sentinel events. In cooperation with clinical departments, it will have the capacity to plan prospectively to implement and evaluate various corrective strategies. As it systematically studies groups of patients, it begins to look like research. Research is defined as “a systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.”9

In this article, we explore the differences between continuous quality improvement and research and suggest that some of the interventions proposed in the name of quality improvement raise competing ethical considerations that, like research, need external review for their adjudication.

THE SUBJECT OF QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

Donabedian defined 3 components of health care quality: structure, process, and outcome.8 New information technologies can radically improve the surveillance of process and outcome and preclude the need for sentinel events to trigger quality assurance review.3 Computer surveillance of the electronic medical record will soon be able to identify 3 patterns of deficient care, only the first of which was identifiable in the past.

The first pattern—a dramatic deviation from the expected outcome, as in the sentinel event of unexpected death—was the subject of historical quality assurance. The second—a reasonable outcome despite a less-than-optimal process—is a warning that the system is not in control and may deteriorate further, resulting in an adverse event or a pattern of preventable morbidity. As an example, consider increasing delays in emergency department triage time. At first, the increased delays are merely disturbing; however, should a critically ill patient present, the previously disturbing delay can prove catastrophic. The delay is a latent error—an accident waiting to happen.

The third category—a reasonable outcome with an acceptable process that might be further improved beyond the prevailing standard—will soon be identifiable with computerized clinical tracking. As an example, there has been a common practice of keeping patients with uncomplicated community-acquired pneumonia in the hospital on intravenous antibiotics for 1 day after their fever has remitted. Given that few of these patients require intervention on their last day, a careful review would show that an earlier discharge would arguably be appropriate, thus lowering costs and reducing the risks of iatrogenic complications.

Because of the differing severities of consequence, each of the above scenarios has a different urgency. All are quality improvement and should be monitored as technology permits.

Historically, quality assurance studies have received scant ethical attention. The advent of information systems capable of supporting research-grade continuous quality improvement projects demands that we clearly define how these projects differ from research and when they require external review. The ethical obligation for the performance of quality assurance projects, with its emphasis on identifiable immediate action for a served population, is a critical distinction. The obligation to perform continuous quality improvement is a deliverable of the social contract entered into implicitly by patients and health care providers and systems.

In this article, the authors review the ethical framework that requires these studies, evaluate the differences between quality assurance studies and classic research, and propose criteria for requiring external review. (Am J Public Health. 2001;91:1512–1517)
WHY QUALITY ASSURANCE WAS NOT CONSIDERED RESEARCH

Quality assurance efforts in the first half of the 20th century were restricted to a reactive approach—evaluating bad outcomes. With limited staff time for chart review, only the more egregiously bad outcomes could routinely be investigated, resulting in a case-by-case rather than a systemwide perspective. Only academics, with their legion of fellows, could review the experience of patient cohorts drawn from the hospital’s paper records.

In the same period, researchers developed a new and powerful paradigm—the double-blind, prospective, randomized controlled trial. This archetype of clinical research shares no common characteristics with the extant “bad event–focused quality assurance” process (Table 1). Research seeks generalizable knowledge because appropriate therapy is not known. Quality assurance classically assumes that the appropriate therapy is known and that departures from the known standard should be identified and corrected.

Those who participated in quality assurance efforts, with its focus on patient safety, did not confuse their activity with clinical research. They tested no hypotheses, generalized to no larger group, assigned no therapy, and used no highly sophisticated statistical and graphing tools. The last distinction, more symbolic than relevant, created an important psychologic distance between the 2 activities. While it is true that chart-review case-series research superficially mimicked quality assurance chart-review activity, academic researchers did not consider members of the quality assurance community to be their peers.

With the advent of cohort creation as a quality assurance tool, the significantly enhanced sophistication of the statistical methods used, and the breadth and depth of the electronic database available, the superficial distinctions have vanished. We are now forced to confront the substantive differences and to establish rational expectations of oversight appropriate to function rather than to label.

ETHICAL FRAMEWORK

The profession of medicine and the institutions in which it is practiced have the clear moral obligation to monitor the quality of care provided. This duty applies to provider–patient interactions in doctors’ offices and to diagnostic and therapeutic interventions in hospitals, nursing homes, and ambulatory settings.

The ethical obligations of health care institutions derive from multiple sources. First, the health care institution is a natural extension of physician practice and, so being, is bound by professional oaths and ethics to promote the patient’s best interests. The compact of trust between patient and physician encompasses the expectation that the care provided will be characterized by skill, judgment, attention, and concern. The health care organization demonstrates this concern through a rigorous, continuous quality improvement process.

Second, the institution is a distinct moral agent with responsibilities separate from and in addition to those of the individuals who compose it. The notion of moral agency has particular significance for the health care institution, because its coordination of the efforts of many people is essential to create the fundamental good—a health benefit. As an example, mammography screening for breast cancer is a deliverable requiring a scheduling secretary, a registration clerk, an x-ray technician, a radiologist to interpret, a secretary to type, a clerk to put the results in

TABLE 1—Comparison of Criterion Standard Research and Bad Outcome–Focused Quality Assurance (OA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Criterion Standard Research (Randomized Controlled Trial)</th>
<th>Characteristics of Bad Outcome–Focused QA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The study assigns treatment to the patient.</td>
<td>The legitimate patient–physician relationship has determined a therapy for the patient’s direct and immediate benefit. The study performed “after the fact of care” has no impact on therapy assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assignment of therapy is made randomly, permitted by clinical uncertainty (equipoise) as to whether the investigational drug, or an alternative or a placebo, is advantageous for the individual patient.</td>
<td>Therapeutic assignment is independent of the study and for the purpose of producing the best outcome, given the available medical knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A group is assigned “control status,” with the therapeutic intervention intentionally withheld to allow assessment of efficacy.</td>
<td>No control group is intentionally generated at the time of care delivery for the purpose of the study. A pseudocontrol group might be assembled after the fact, taking advantage of natural variation in clinical practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy is delivered in a blinded fashion. Neither the investigator nor the patient knows to whom the active agent or placebo was given.</td>
<td>The physician and patient are both aware of the drugs administered, their side effects, and their putative utility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of outcome is blinded to therapy for the purpose of establishing efficacy of the intervention.</td>
<td>Process that led to the known “bad outcome” is assessed for the purpose of discovering errors in practice compared with “community standard of practice.” Should errors in practice be found, corrective measures for the involved physicians and other health care workers will follow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society is the beneficiary. New knowledge developed is generalizable to other patient populations that will benefit.</td>
<td>Society is the beneficiary, since “dangerous doctors” will correct their errors or be denied access to patients. The index patient cannot be helped or harmed because this study assesses what led to the bad outcome, which cannot now be reversed. New generalizable medical knowledge is not an expected outcome of the review.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the chart, and a clinician with interpretive and interpersonal skills to communicate results to the patient. Without the coordinated activity of all, effective screening would not be accomplished. The organization takes the moral responsibility for maintaining quality at each of the distinct steps that, in the aggregate, lead to the health good-breast cancer screening.

A third argument derives from the construct of the social contract. Society has traditionally granted medicine hegemony in the guardianship of patient health, in exchange for which physicians are obligated to practice according to accepted standards and promote patient well-being through quality assurance review. A similar social contract with health care organizations must be made explicit. Without this organizational acceptance of ethical responsibility, less ethically committed health care organizations will exploit the natural variation in the medical practice of individual clinicians, selecting the cheap and potentially substandard while offloading responsibility to the individual clinician when accountability for bad outcomes is demanded. This ethically dubious risk transfer scheme shifts the responsibility for detection and remediation to the party least able to collect and analyze the data—the individual physician.

With rare exceptions, individual physicians are incapable of monitoring events in the aggregate among their patient population to detect unacceptable practice patterns and outcomes. The information technology infrastructure of hospitals or managed care consortiums has this unique capability, from which flows a distinct ethical responsibility to monitor.

**ETHICAL IMPERATIVE AND ETHICAL CONSTRAINTS**

Despite traditional reluctance, both the medical and lay communities now acknowledge risk and error as inherent in medical practice. The quality assurance process has been renamed “continuous quality improvement,” reflecting the recognition that the process is one of continued improvement in the context of error rather than an idealized, unachievable notion of perfection. Continuous quality improvement is expected by patients and required by certifying agencies such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and the National Committee for Quality Assurance. In an implicit modern reflection of the social contract, the patient consents to and pays for treatment and the medical care community obligates itself to prevent errors, identify them when they occur, learn from them, and preclude their repetition. Unlike research, an optional external activity imposed on the physician-patient relationship, continuous quality improvement is ethically intrinsic to providing care. The notion of a formal consent process has thus been considered irrelevant, although the issue has never been debated vigorously.

Experimental interventions intrude upon the usual assumptions of the physician-patient relationship. In daily practice, physicians are ethically required to choose the most efficacious, least harmful therapies on the basis of knowledge, judgment, and intuition. In the experimental research paradigm, with the appropriate consent of the patient and within well-defined constraints, both the patient and the physician subordinate this process to the rigid methodologies of the study. The potentially conflicting ethical values inherent in this radically changed relationship make the jurisdiction of an independent review panel mandatory. This requirement to review extends beyond clinical trials, as even chart-review research, with its far less intrusive process, requires a balancing of ethical values of privacy against potential societal benefit.

Clinical research falls into the category of an ethically permissible rather than a morally and legally mandatory activity. Whereas society supports research to advance knowledge, no particular individual or institution is obligated to perform research, and subject participation is optional.

In contrast to medical practice, where discussion of risks and benefits may be subsumed in physician advice, the risks inherent in clinical research are clearly identified in the review process of the IRB; the IRB must evaluate scientific merit (since a protocol that will not produce useful data can support no risk), determine that risks of the protocol are reasonable given the anticipated benefits, and review the process of informed consent. The IRB is charged with sensitizing hypothesis-focused investigators to the issues of protecting human subjects and counterbalancing the potential for exploiting the doctor-patient relationship.

Clinical research derives much of its legitimacy from its generalizability. Many researchers see ethical responsibility as ending at publication. This lack of connectedness to an immediately benefited patient population is the very reason that IRBs evaluate scientific merit, since others must incorporate the findings into their practice for there to be an ultimate public benefit.

The continuous quality improvement process is embedded in an organizational matrix committed to using the results of the study to inform immediately the process of care. It is this feedback loop, with its expectation of responsiveness, that motivates and legitimates continuous quality improvement reviews. Statistical rigor and sound methodology further enhance the ethical legitimacy of continuous quality improvement.

Quality improvement projects that review practice for conformance with accepted norms require no external oversight. Their activities are mandatory and inherently legitimate. Their major ethical challenge has been maintaining patient privacy, allowing for exceptions for the shortest period of time necessary for evaluation with the subsequent elimination of identifiers. Future ethical challenges will include preventing the continuous quality improvement process from succumbing to the single-minded focus of cost containment, with the potential of jeopardizing patient well-being.

The random assignment of standard or alternative treatments or placebos—the hallmark of the gold standard, the double-blind, randomized controlled trial—is not a component of classic quality improvement projects. With the assignment of therapy comes a whole range of responsibilities and considerations that, for clinical research, have been in the scientific and ethical purview of a review body external to the researchers—the IRB. The IRB must be convinced that the better practice is not known at the time the study is initiated. Clinical equipoise must be established at the outset of the study and must be continuously present as the study progresses. Monitoring the accumulated
data for statistical significance and for the shattering of equipoise is the ongoing responsibility of the data and safety monitoring boards that are increasingly required by good research practice.

THE GREAT DIVIDE

Quality improvement projects can be of 2 distinct types: retrospective review or prospective interventional. For the retrospective review of records, the critical determinant of nonresearch status is the commitment, in advance of data collection, to a corrective action plan given any one of a number of possible outcomes. The sponsor of this review must have both clinical supervisory responsibility and the authority to impose change. Even the creation of pseudocohorts by the random review of charts with specific characteristics, the use of advanced statistical models, or the extraction of generalizable knowledge for publication does not change the essential character of the work. However, the same record review performed without this commitment is research and subject to external review by an IRB.

Prospective interventional studies, even when sponsored by the clinical authority responsible for quality improvement, require external scrutiny. We present 3 examples.

Example 1

A health maintenance organization (HMO) would like to test the efficacy and cost of 2 established therapies for hypertension. Under present practice standards, the HMO can differentially reimburse patients or re-award physicians for compliance with the cost-saving standard. Suppose the HMO wished to rigorously evaluate its approach to care by randomizing patients to 1 of 2 strategies. It is clear that such a study requires review by an IRB and informed consent. Even though the primary endpoint, hypertension control, can be achieved through either therapy, the side-effect profiles are different. Patients have a right to expect that their physicians will optimize their treatment both for the primary endpoint and with consideration for their preferences for side effects. At the very least, patients expect an honest relationship with the physician and expect to be told if some motivation other than their best interest is driving the decision. The fact that the HMO can virtually order the use of a particular regimen by restricting its formulary is immaterial. If it differentially assigns therapy to explore outcome, it engages in research.

Example 2

An HMO wishes to test whether the provision of 5 follow-up in-home nursing evaluations of patients discharged from the hospital with a diagnosis of congestive heart failure will ultimately reduce rehospitalizations or emergency room visits enough to offset the cost of the program. No one will be denied the standard package of services, and this service is believed to provide benefit without risk. We argue that external review is required. We are chastened by the history of research that has demonstrated our inability to distinguish the purely helpful from the possibly dangerous.34,35 We can envision a scenario where the increased nursing services might bring iatrogenic risk—wrong advice from the visiting nurse or miscommunication between the physician and the visiting nurse. More important, the patient and family may have privacy concerns and may object to having strangers imposed on them. In addition to these theoretic concerns, we believe, requiring oversight of this “experiment,” even though it is an extremely benign example, will have created a preemptive protective zone of prohibition that will provide a useful precedent. Informed consent should be required either at the outset or after randomization for all those who will be offered the intervention.

Example 3

A continuous quality improvement department is trying to decide whether investing the resources for the ongoing review of care of AIDS patients is worth the effort. It has the technical computer capability to review automatically, on a monthly basis, the CD4 counts, viral loads, and medications of all of its patients. The costly part of the intervention would be convening case reviews and patient interviews to attempt to improve the outcome of care. To answer the question rigorously, the study design must create 2 de facto standards of care in the clinic. Were the clinic to prospectively assign intervention differentially, there would be no question that this would be research and IRB review would be required. In a clever manipulation, however, the continuous quality improvement department randomizes one half of the patients to monthly computer quality improvement review. The restriction of quality improvement review to a randomly selected subset is clearly within the quality improvement tradition. Those randomized to surveillance who are found to be failing their therapies are reported to the medical director.

Once presented with evidence that individuals are not achieving desired endpoints, the director of the AIDS clinic decides to convene 3 senior physicians to discuss those patients. The team reviews the charts for evidence of medical errors, examining the appointment log and prescription pickup record for evidence of noncompliance. The director then develops a program to ensure improved compliance or improved attention to standards of care by physicians for the identified patients.

The intervention is generated by the clinical director independently of the randomization. The collection of data morally compels the director to provide “the best standard of care” but does not formally assign the rest of the clinic to an inferior standard. The standard care of the other patients in the clinic is not functionally interfered with by the medical director, who is ignorant of any flaws in their care. After a year of this creative manipulation, the computer system is asked to review the clinical outcomes of both groups.

At no point in this process has there been a formal violation of continuous quality improvement procedure or practice, nor has there been specific assignment of intervention; however, this is clearly a technical manipulation to avoid the designation of research and to sidestep external review. While the study itself might be legitimate, the manipulation makes it a potentially dangerous model. In addition, the lack of a formal review process and of an honest design precludes the use of interim statistical analyses, through which the department might find benefit early, end the “trial,” and provide the intervention to the “control group.”

In this last example, the line between research and continuous quality improvement...
is the most permeable. Prudence and a respect for the history of research and the excesses of medical researchers demand protection for patients and accountability for clinician-researchers, whether within or outside of the continuous quality improvement process. The open discussion of the protocol, even if the dangers to any patient randomized to care are exceedingly remote, promotes the values of transparency and patient-informed choice, which hidden assignment would preclude.

CONCLUSIONS

The line between quality improvement and research is rapidly being effaced. With new medical information systems that can identify patients with particular medical problems, characterize the intervention, and evaluate the care delivered against an agreed-upon standard, there is a clear ethical imperative to advance the quality improvement process to lessen mistakes and prevent substandard care. The relevant ethical issue is whether there is a need for some oversight mechanism, external to the quality improvement process, to protect patients. We say that there is.

In the history of research, the abuse of human subjects led to the creation of clear guidelines for the review of research protocols.36–40 IRBs examine the possible risks and benefits for the subjects and approve the informed consent process that is designed to educate and empower prospective subjects. This review is necessitated by the experience that research protocols can either provide benefit or actually harm subjects and on the ethical premise that voluntary informed consent must precede assumption of risk.

Prospective quality improvement evaluations that allocate treatment with or without randomization to different cohorts—generally to identify the most cost-effective care but sometimes to identify best practice—should, like research, be subject to review and should trigger considerations of informed consent. This rule should apply whether or not generalizable information is created for public presentation or dissemination.

We suggest that each institution create a collaborative process with the IRB to establish a standing committee on quality improvement. It is hoped that with experience, the IRB and the continuous quality improvement departments would come to jointly agree on which designs are quality improvement that may proceed without IRB review and which are sufficiently hybridized to require review. We make this suggestion knowing full well that IRBs are presently under enhanced scrutiny regarding standards of practice, but hoping that in the review of IRB responsibility and authority these considerations of an enhanced agenda will be included. This augmented workload should hasten enhanced financial and administrative support for these deliberative panels.

In the days before managed care, the conflicts addressed by the IRB were those that might pit the interests of the researcher against those of the patient-subject. At present, the greatest threat to patient well-being may be those administrative decisions that intrude on physician discretion as a way of cutting the costs of care. Much of the quality improvement process is retrospective or concurrent surveillance designed to improve health care delivery against a defined agreed-upon standard. Some activities, however, intervene prospectively and should be reviewed by an IRB to ensure that they do not compromise patient autonomy or safety.
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